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ACC NEWS 
The large number of applicants for adult cardiology training 
programs, together with the large number of available pro•
grams, have made the fellowship selection process a major 
enterprise each year. The non uniformity of interview sched•
ules and selection dates has made it confusing and time 
consuming. During the actual selection process, an inor•
dinate number of phone calls characterizes the final match 
of applicants and programs-a process that may take days, 
or in some cases, weeks. It appears to me that the pool of 
good applicants is large, and thus most training programs 
fare well in their selection of applicants. Those who undergo 
the greatest uncertainty and difficulty appear to be the ap•
plicants themselves, for whom the whole process can be a 
harrowing experience. Although there have been attempts 
in the past to achieve uniformity (including one small-scale 
computer match), there has been reluctance on the part of 
some program directors to participate. The primary reason, 
unfortunately, has often been the perceived benefit of of•
fering fellowships "earlier" than other programs, thus tak•
ing advantage of the applicant's fear of not being selected 
later by another program he or she might prefer. This has 
led to earlier and earlier selection dates, which are now 
close to 18 months ahead of the actual start date. Many 
applicants have been unhappy about this early timing, since 
it puts pressure on them shortly after their first year of 
residency to make a career selection, rather than giving them 
most of their second year of residency to make a choice. 
Launching of a uniform selection procedure. Almost 
every year at the Sunday afternoon meeting of program 
training directors during the annual ACC meeting, and at 
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the annual meeting of the Association of University Car•
diologists, this question has been discussed-occasionally 
in great detail. Dr. Larry Cohen of Yale has been particularly 
active in these discussions in recommending a uniform se•
lection process. Straw votes at these meetings have always 
shown an overwhelming majority in favor of a uniform 
selection procedure. Furthermore, the ACC Board of Trust•
ees adopted a resolution in support of such a uniform process. 
We now have the opportunity to participate in such a 
procedure for selecting fellows to begin July 1, 1987. The 
National Resident Matching Program (NRMP) will conduct 
the selection process for all subspecialty programs in in•
ternal medicine. Appropriate information packets were sent 
to all chairmen of medicine and subspecialty division chiefs 
in September. The key dates in this process are: 
March 22, 1986 Program agreements and applicant agree•
ments must be received in the NRMP 
office. 
April 18, 1986 Program directors and applicants will re•
ceive their rank order list forms of those 
participating. 
May 9, 1986 Program directors will receive applica•
tions from candidates until this date. 
May 23, 1986 Applicants' and program directors' rank 
order lists must be received in the NRMP 
office. 
June 18, 1986 Applicants and program directors receive 
results of the match. 
Need for active support. Because of the obvious long•
term success of the intern matching program, and the more 
recent success of the pulmonary fellowship matching pro•
gram, it would seem that this uniform process would be 
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welcomed with open arms, since order would replace the 
current chaos. Unfortunately, a few program directors have 
voiced some negative remarks and have indicated that they 
may adopt a "wait and see" attitude toward the whole 
process. I respectfully suggest to all program directors that 
now is the time to exercise some positive collective lead•
ership. Although the proposed process may not be perfect, 
it is two orders of magnitude better than our current system, 
especially from the viewpoint of the fellow applicants. I 
encourage all program directors to support this match, and 
to verbally express their support to other program directors 




help greatly in assuring the first-year success of the match. 
Specific questions regarding the match should be directed 
to: 
Medical Specialties Matching Program 
One American Plaza, Suite 807 
Evanston, Illinois 60201 
Only by adopting a positive and supportive attitude can 
we defuse the rumors of dissent that create uncertainty and 
misunderstanding among program directors and applicants 
alike. I ask for your support in achieving an important goal 
that has eluded us for so many years. 
